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What is the current and future potential for non-
weaponised military space systems to be a source of 
tension and conflict?

• Space systems are either essential or very useful in many important nuclear 

and non-nuclear weapons and military systems

• That is the source of ASAT development and deployment, not the source of 

conflict. ASATs are pointless if you have no satellites worth hitting.

• Military space systems not really a singular cause of tension, but rather the 

symptom of terrestrial political tensions and insecurity



Can non-weaponised military space systems be regarded 
as threats to terrestrial systems?

• Yes, that is the purpose of most 

military/intelligence space systems.

• Space systems are threats to some people, and an 

extension of power for others.

• Threats from hostile satellite systems vary country to 

country, and the extent of nuclear-

conventional military space dependencies



How can an arms race in outer space be prevented?
• ‘Preventing a space arms race' is not a clear problem to solve. Conflated with ‘preventing conflict'

and ‘ensuring peaceful uses of space’.

• Nobody defines what a space arms race actually is – clear problems must be identified without 

using clumsy rhetorical devices. What is routine weapons development/deployment v. arms 

racing?

• Preventing 'an arms race' can mean sweeping unverifiable arms control, disarmament, or 

total demilitarisation of Earth orbit.

• Technocratic Institutionalist approaches cannot solve a fundamental political problem of 

mistrust and insecurity. They can only help mitigate it.

• This is not the way to make meaningful progress on making space a safer/predictable everyday 

operating environment – we do not act talk like this for the sea and the air.



Final thoughts
• Supporting terrestrial warfare is a feature, not a bug, of space technology

• If you seek to outlaw all methods of space warfare or prevent all conflict in space, you need 

to outlaw all military and economic uses of outer space. That is a non-starter.

• Seek agreement on what is normal/acceptable everyday behaviour. Technical discussions need 

political will to modify, persuade, compromise, implement.

• Focus on specific aspects of space warfare, excessively bad behaviours, or low-hanging 

fruit for agreement:

• Launch notifications, registry filings, transparency, traffic and manoeuvre notices 

and procedures, disposal routines, SSA data sharing, minimum safe distance zones, test bans, 

military-political liaisons – details need to be discussed out between diverse practitioner 

communities.

• The Global Space Age is almost 70 years old – there are plenty of precedents and expertise.

• Space warfare is the continuation of terrestrial politics by other means


